June 2014 Primary Sharing Time
Yeah, reviewing a ebook june 2014 primary sharing time could build up your near connections listings. This is
just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, carrying out does not suggest that you have
wonderful points.
Comprehending as well as covenant even more than supplementary will allow each success. next to, the
message as well as keenness of this june 2014 primary sharing time can be taken as without difficulty as picked
to act.

Georgetown Journal of International Affairs, Winter/Spring 2015 Anna Newby 2015-03-11 The Georgetown
Journal of International Affairs is the official publication of the Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service at
Georgetown University. Each issue of the journal provides readers with a diverse array of timely, peerreviewed content penned by top policymakers, business leaders, and academic luminaries. The Journal takes a
holistic approach to international affairs and features a 'Forum' that offers focused analysis on a specific key issue
with each new edition of the publication, as well as nine regular sections: Books, Business & Economics,
Conflict & Security, Culture & Society, Law & Ethics, A Look Back, Politics & Diplomacy, Science &
Technology, and View from the Ground.
Creative Economy and Culture John Hartley 2015-09-14 "The most ambitious, thoughtful and internationally
aware assessment to date of the creative economy. Defining creativity as the production of newness in
complex, adaptive systems, the authors make the case that together the creative economy, along with other
cultural outputs, represent a planet-wide innovation capability which marks an epochal turn in human affairs."
– Ian Hargreaves, CBE, Professor of Digital Economy, Cardiff University Creativity, new ideas and innovation
- and with them the growth of knowledge - have spilled out of the lab, studio and factory into the street,
scene, and social media. Now, everyday life is productive, everyone is creative, and new ideas can come from
anywhere around the world. Instead of confining cultural expression to talented artists and expert
professionals, this book investigates creative new ideas from everyone. Instead of confining the ‘creative
industries’ to one sector of the economy and one type of productivity, this book extends the idea of creative
innovation to everything. Instead of confining the growth of knowledge to wealthy countries or markets, this
book looks for it in developing and emergent countries, everywhere. The productivity of creativity can now
be seen as a global phenomenon. It demands a systems-based and dynamic mode of explanation. Creative
Economy and Culture pursues the conceptual, historical, practical, critical and educational issues and
implications. It looks at conceptual challenges, the forces and dynamics of change, and prospects for the future
of creative work at planetary scale. It is essential reading for upper level students and researchers of the
creative and cultural industries across media and cultural studies, communication and sociology.
Turkish Migration Policy Ibrahim Sirkeci 2016-06-04 TURKISH MIGRATION POLICY, edited by Ibrahim
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Sirkeci and Barbara Pusch, aims to shed light on changes in migration policy, determinants beneath these
changes, and practical implications for movers and non-movers in Turkey. Nevertheless, one should note that
Turkey has only recently faced mass immigration and the number of foreign born has more than doubled in
less than five years. Such sudden change in population composition warrants policy adjustments and reviews.
Policy shift from "exporting excess labour" in the 1960s and 1970s to immigrant integration today is a drastic
but necessary one. Nevertheless, Turkish migration policy is still far from settled as several chapters in this
book point out. Despite the exemplary humanitarian engagement in admitting Syrians, Turkey is still at the
bottom of the league table of favourable integration policies with an overall score of 25 out of 100. Turkish
migration policy is likely to be adjusted further in response to the continuing immigration.
Introduction to Criminal Justice Larry J. Siegel 2015-01-01 One of the few bestselling introductory criminal
justice texts written by professors who actively teach the course to large numbers of undergraduates each year,
INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE is uniquely attuned to the needs of today's students and
instructors. Now in its fifteenth edition and known for its authoritative, solidly researched content, Siegel and
Worrall's text delivers comprehensive, cutting-edge coverage of criminal justice. Extremely student friendly,
the text's balanced and objective presentation is packed with provocative real-world examples and the latest
developments from the field. Crisp writing, complemented by vivid illustrations, deftly guides readers
through the intricate workings of the police, courts, and correctional systems; the concepts and processes of
justice; and key policy issues. The book also includes an emphasis on today's criminal justice careers, offering
insights from numerous professionals on the rewards and realities of their jobs. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Reviews of National Policies for Education Education in Latvia OECD 2016-05-19 How can Latvia improve the
quality and equity of its education system and realise long-term efficiency gains?
HL 66 - The United Kingdom's participation in Prum 2015
Information Engineering and Education Science Dawei Zheng 2015-04-30 This proceedings volume contains
selected papers presented at the 2014 International Conference on Information Engineering and Education
Science (ICIEES 2014), held June 12-13 in Hong Kong, China. The objective of ICIEES 2014 was to provide a
platform for researchers, engineers, academics as well as industry professionals from all over the world to
MEDINFO 2017: Precision Healthcare Through Informatics A.V. Gundlapalli 2018-01-31 Medical informatics is
a field which continues to evolve with developments and improvements in foundational methods, applications,
and technology, constantly offering opportunities for supporting the customization of healthcare to individual
patients. This book presents the proceedings of the 16th World Congress of Medical and Health Informatics
(MedInfo2017), held in Hangzhou, China, in August 2017, which also marked the 50th anniversary of the
International Medical Informatics Association (IMIA). The central theme of MedInfo2017 was "Precision
Healthcare through Informatics", and the scientific program was divided into five tracks: connected and digital
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health; human data science; human, organizational, and social aspects; knowledge management and quality; and
safety and patient outcomes. The 249 accepted papers and 168 posters included here span the breadth and depth
of sub-disciplines in biomedical and health informatics, such as clinical informatics; nursing informatics;
consumer health informatics; public health informatics; human factors in healthcare; bioinformatics;
translational informatics; quality and safety; research at the intersection of biomedical and health informatics;
and precision medicine. The book will be of interest to all those who wish to keep pace with advances in the
science, education, and practice of biomedical and health informatics worldwide.
The Sharing Economy Maria Regina Redinha 2018-11-21 The sharing economy is just one of several possible
expressions to designate the complex model of social and economic relationships based on the intensive use of
digital technology. Constant permutations and combinations allow these relationships to be established through
the intervention of a third party making traditional contractual positions flexible in such a way that today’s
employee is tomorrow’s entrepreneur, or today’s consumer is tomorrow’s supplier of goods and services. The
current legal framework is, in many respects, unable to accommodate such big changes and new legal
regulations are required where adaptation of the existing ones proves to be inadequate. This book highlights
where changes are needed and where adaptations are required, with a particular focus on the Portuguese,
Spanish, Italian, British and Brazilian contexts. For that, four different approaches are undertaken, namely the
meta-legal, macro-legal, micro-legal and transnational approaches. The study that results from these different
approaches enables readers to acquire a general view on the current legal problems arising from the sharing
economy, and was a direct result of a research project of the Centre for Legal and Economic Research, at the
University of Porto, funded by Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia.
Spectrum Sharing in Wireless Networks John D. Matyjas 2016-11-17 Spectrum Sharing in Wireless Networks:
Fairness, Efficiency, and Security provides a broad overview of wireless network spectrum sharing in seven
distinct sections: The first section examines the big picture and basic principles, explaining the concepts of
spectrum sharing, hardware/software function requirements for efficient sharing, and future trends of sharing
strategies. The second section contains more than 10 chapters that discuss differing approaches to efficient
spectrum sharing. The authors introduce a new coexistence and sharing scheme for multi-hop networks,
describe the space-time sharing concept, introduce LTE-U, and examine sharing in broadcast and unicast
environments. They then talk about different cooperation strategies to achieve mutual benefits for primary
users (PU) and secondary users (SU), discuss protocols in a spectrum sharing context, and provide different
game theory models between PUs and SUs. The third section explains how to model the interactions of PUs
and SUs, using an efficient calculation method to determine spectrum availability. Additionally, this section
explains how to use scheduling models to achieve efficient SU traffic delivery. The subject of the fourth
section is MIMO-oriented design. It focuses on how directional antennas and MIMO antennas greatly enhance
wireless network performance. The authors include a few chapters on capacity/rate calculations as well as
beamforming issues under MIMO antennas. Power control is covered in the fifth section which also describes
the interference-aware power allocation schemes among cognitive radio users and the power control schemes
in cognitive radios. The sixth section provides a comprehensive look at security issues, including different
types of spectrum sharing attacks and threats as well as corresponding countermeasure schemes. The seventh
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and final section covers issues pertaining to military applications and examines how the military task protects
its data flows when sharing the spectrum with civilian applications.

Integrative Clinical Research Mieczyslaw Pokorski 2022-04-22 This book embraces a comprehensive range of
research across several disciplines, providing insights and fresh perspectives on clinical topics, emphasizing the
integrative medical approach. The book also addresses an increasing role of artificial intelligence in the
development of clinical methodologies, research, and patient-oriented care. The authors share expertise and
experience in rehabilitation medicine whose healing-effects particularly depend on the interaction between
the therapist and patient. Chapters present novel approaches in manual rehabilitative therapy of common
painful and disabling neuromuscular ailments, exemplified but not limited to low back pain and migraine. The
myofascial trigger point release therapy includes specific manipulations to muscles and connective tissue which
reduce pain. Other chapters address the issues of providing long-range medical care to older adults burdened
with chronic diseases, notably hypoxia-related pathologies and their sequalae, pointing to the advantages of care
provided by a single primary care physician. Changing paradigm of care is essential in chronic atherosclerosisbased diseases like cardiovascular disorders or diabetes. Chapters provide results of international cohort studies
on predictive factors for the long-range progress of such ailments based on anthropometric and lifestyle
indicators. The book aims to meet the increasing interest and importance to patients of integrative health
therapies. Medical rehabilitation and lifestyle changes increasingly gain scientific support in difficult-to-treat
chronic conditions and should be integrated in a controlled manner into conventional medicine. The book is
addressed to physiotherapists, medical scientists and clinicians, and allied healthcare professionals.
Medical Education and Ethics: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications Management Association,
Information Resources 2016-09-27 As the healthcare industry continues to expand, a higher volume of new
professionals must be integrated into the field. Providing these professionals with a quality education will
likewise ensure the further progress and advancements in the medical field. Medical Education and Ethics:
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications presents a compendium of contemporary research on the
educational practices and ethical considerations in the medical industry. This multi-volume work contains
pedagogical frameworks, emerging trends, case studies, and technological innovations essential for optimizing
medical education initiatives. This comprehensive publication is a pivotal resource for medical professionals,
upper-level students, researchers, and practitioners.

Cybersecurity in the European Union George Christou 2016-01-26 Cybercrime affects over 1 million people
worldwide a day, and cyber attacks on public institutions and businesses are increasing. This book interrogates
the European Union's evolving cybersecurity policies and strategy and argues that while progress is being
made, much remains to be done to ensure a secure and resilient cyberspace in the future.

Just Enough Light to Follow Laurie Johnson-Krueger 2017-07-26 God wants us to hold His hand and stay on
His path; the path that leads us to our destiny. God will reveal Himself and His directions to His children, but
we must quiet our minds. He may use scriptures, books, things of nature, insight from friends, etc. He will
reveal Himself in a very personal way with each of us. We need to pay attention and trust in Him above all
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things. He truly loves each one of us and wants us to live a blessed life. He wants us also to bless others with
our lives. That is why I am sharing these poems and messages with you. I am an ordinary person with faults
and challenges in my life. However, I have always desired to feel Gods presence and live my life according to
His will. He reveals Himself to me often, not because Im special, but because I value the relationship with Him
more than anything or anyone. Please open your heart to God also, live your life to its fullest with Him as
your Father and guide. He will provide, Just Enough Light to Follow.
Debt Default and Democracy Giuseppe Eusepi 2018 The original chapters in this book connect the
microeconomic and macroeconomic approaches to public debt. Through their thought-provoking views,
leading scholars offer insights into the incentives that individuals and governments may have in resorting to
public debt, thereby promoting a clearer understanding of its economic consequences.
Internet of Things and Sensors Networks in 5G Wireless Communications Lei Zhang 2020-01-24 The Internet
of Things (IoT) has attracted much attention from society, industry and academia as a promising technology
that can enhance day to day activities, and the creation of new business models, products and services, and
serve as a broad source of research topics and ideas. A future digital society is envisioned, composed of
numerous wireless connected sensors and devices. Driven by huge demand, the massive IoT (mIoT) or
massive machine type communication (mMTC) has been identified as one of the three main communication
scenarios for 5G. In addition to connectivity, computing and storage and data management are also longstanding issues for low-cost devices and sensors. The book is a collection of outstanding technical research and
industrial papers covering new research results, with a wide range of features within the 5G-and-beyond
framework. It provides a range of discussions of the major research challenges and achievements within this
topic.
Scutchfield and Keck's Principles of Public Health Practice Paul C Erwin 2016-02-10 Widely used and often
quoted, PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC HEALTH PRACTICE, Fourth Edition, is a long-standing, essential tool for
all those in working in or preparing for public health practice. Written and edited by nationally recognized
experts, this book emphasizes evidence-based practice and the science behind it to provide a critical foundation
in public health operations and systems. The overhauled fourth edition also adds several new chapters on
emerging topics, including tribal public health and global health, along with many review questions,
appendices, and features that make PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC HEALTH PRACTICE indispensable at any
stage of your career. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
Sharing Economy Ming Hu 2019-01-11 This edited book examines the challenges and opportunities arising
from today’s sharing economy from an operations management perspective. Individual chapter authors present
state-of-the-art research that examines the general impact of sharing economy on production and consumption;
the intermediary role of a sharing platform; crowdsourcing management; and context-based operational
problems. Sharing economy refers to a market model that enables and facilitates the sharing of access to goods
and services. For example, Uber allows riders to share a car. Airbnb allows homeowners to share their extra
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rooms with renters. Groupon crowdsources demands, enabling customers to share the benefit of discounted
goods and services, whereas Kickstarter crowdsources funds, enabling backers to fund a project jointly. Unlike
the classic supply chain settings in which a firm makes inventory and supply decisions, in sharing economy,
supply is crowdsourced and can be modulated by a platform. The matching-supply-with-demand process in a
sharing economy requires novel perspectives and tools to address challenges and identify opportunities. The
book is comprised of 20 chapters that are divided into four parts. The first part explores the general impact of
sharing economy on the production, consumption, and society. The second part explores the intermediary role
of a sharing platform that matches crowdsourced supply with demand. The third part investigates the
crowdsourcing management on a sharing platform, and the fourth part is dedicated to context-based operational
problems of popular sharing economy applications. “While sharing economy is becoming omnipresence, the
operations management (OM) research community has begun to explore and examine different business
models in the transportation, healthcare, financial, accommodation, and sourcing sectors. This book presents a
collection of the state-of-the-art research work conducted by a group of world-leading OM researchers in this
area. Not only does this book cover a wide range of business models arising from the sharing economy, but it
also showcases different modeling frameworks and research methods that cannot be missed. Ultimately, this
book is a tour de force – informative and insightful!” Christopher S. Tang Distinguished Professor and Edward
Carter Chair in Business Administration UCLA Anderson School of Management
Lessons from local environmental funds for REDD+ benefit sharing with indigenous people in Brazil Maria
Fernanda Gebara 2014-11-26 Key lessons While the constitutional rights (e.g. property rights) of indigenous
peoples (IP) are strong in Brazil and may help to overcome their vulnerability, they are rarely enforceable and
do not offer sufficient safeguards.Informed consultation and a structured free, prior and informed consent
(FPIC) process that considers cultural issues are fundamental to ensuring acceptance and consent by IP.Local
environmental funds can be a tool for increasing autonomy and decentralization while sharing benefits with IP
and financing long-term and specific demands that can change over time.Safeguard strategies implemented by
the Amazon Fund to avoid conflicts of interest may result in restrictions on the participation of IP, having
implications related to the legitimacy of decision-making in the distribution of benefits.The absence of timely
financial flows to meet IP needs may be a considerable risk since it can encourage environmentally damaging
activities.Relying on the voluntary market may be risky for IP initiatives because of market instability and
possible lack of funding.
Raw Deal Steven Hill 2015-10-20 A thought-provoking exposé that shows why the tech leaders' vision and
their Ayn Rand brand of libertarianism is a dead end for U.S. workers, the middle class, and the national
economy
The Role of Religion in Peace and Conflict Zoran Matevski 2021-02-03 This book explains the role of religion
in peace and conflict in contemporary European society. It confirms the idea that multiculturalism is a dead
concept because it is too static. The main link between all of the chapters of the book is the idea that European
society is segregated, especially along the axes of religious and ethnic belonging. Because of this, religious
nationalism, which is especially characteristic for Christian and Islamic religious institutions, is becoming
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stronger. The much more dynamic principle of interculturalism is based on this concept. The book presents a
message to the political and religious elites of Europe to build one society for all and interculturalism instead of
furthering the ideologies of ethno-nationalism and religious nationalism. A part of this text is dedicated to the
situation in Africa in comparison to Europe.
Emerging Infectious Diseases 2015
Smart Design Richard Hu 2021-11-24 This book tackles the emerging smart urbanism to advance a new way of
urban thinking and to explore a new design approach. It unravels several urban transformations in dualities:
economic relationality and centrality, technological flattening and polarisation, and spatial division and fusion.
These dualities are interdependent; concurrent, coexisting, and contradictory, they are jointly disrupting and
reshaping many aspects of contemporary cities and spaces. The book draws on a suite of international studies,
experiences, and observations, including case studies in Beijing, Singapore, and Boston, to reveal how these
processes are impacting urban design, development, and policy approaches. The COVID-19 pandemic has
accelerated many changes already in motion, and provides an extreme circumstance for reflecting on and
imagining urban spaces. These analyses, thoughts, and visions inform an urban imaginary of smart design that
incorporates change, flexibility, collaboration, and experimentation, which together forge a paradigm of urban
thinking. This paradigm builds upon the modernist and postmodernist urban design traditions and extends
them in new directions, responding to and anticipating a changing urban environment. The book proposes a
smart design manifesto to stimulate thought, trigger debate, and, hopefully, influence a new generation of
urban thinkers and smart designers. It will be of interest to scholars, students, and practitioners in the fields of
urban design, planning, architecture, urban development, and urban studies.
After the Education Wars Andrea Gabor 2018-06-12 “The education wars have been demoralizing for teachers.
. . . After the Education Wars helps us to see a better way forward.” —Cathy N. Davidson, The New York
Times Book Review “After the Education Wars is an important book that points the way to genuine reform.”
—Diane Ravitch, author of Reign of Error and The Death and Life of the Great American School System A
bestselling business journalist critiques the top-down approach of popular education reforms and profiles the
unexpected success of schools embracing a nimbler, more democratic entrepreneurialism In an entirely fresh
take on school reform, business journalist and bestselling author Andrea Gabor argues that Bill Gates, Eli Broad,
and other leaders of the prevailing education-reform movement have borrowed all the wrong lessons from the
business world. After the Education Wars explains how the market-based measures and carrot-and-stick
incentives informing today’s reforms are out of sync with the nurturing culture that good schools foster
and—contrary to popular belief—at odds with the best practices of thriving twenty-first-century companies as
well. These rich, detailed stories of real reform in action illustrate how enduring change must be deeply
collaborative and relentlessly focused on improvement from the grass roots up—lessons also learned from both
the open-source software and quality movements. The good news is that solutions born of this philosophy are
all around us: from Brockton, Massachusetts, where the state’s once-failing largest high school now sends most
graduates to college, to Leander, Texas, a large district where school improvement, spurred by the ideas of
quality guru W. Edwards Deming, has become a way of life. A welcome exception to the doom-and-gloom
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canon of education reform, After the Education Wars makes clear that what’s needed is not more grand ideas,
but practical and informed ways to grow the best ones that are already transforming schools.
The Scottish Independence Referendum Aileen McHarg 2016-06-30 The September 2014 Scottish
independence referendum was an event of profound constitutional and political significance, not only for
Scotland, but for the UK as a whole. Although Scottish voters chose to remain in the UK, the experience of the
referendum and the subsequent political reaction to the 'No' vote that triggered significant reforms to the
devolution settlement have fundamentally altered Scotland's position within the Union. The extraordinary
success of the Scottish National Party at the 2015 General Election also indicates that the territorial dimension to
UK constitutional politics is more prominent than ever, destabilising key assumptions about the location and
exercise of constitutional authority within the UK. The political and constitutional implications of the
referendum are still unfolding, and it is by no means certain that the Union will survive. Providing a
systematic and academic analysis of the referendum and its aftermath, this interdisciplinary edited collection
brings together public lawyers, political scientists, economists, and historians in an effort to look both backwards
to, and forwards from, the referendum. The chapters evaluate the historical events leading up to the
referendum, the referendum process, and the key issues arising from the referendum debate. They also
explore the implications of the referendum both for the future governance of Scotland and for the UK's
territorial constitution, drawing on comparative experience in order to understand how the constitution may
evolve, and how the independence debate may play out in future.

Teacher Education: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications Management Association, Information
Resources 2016-05-19 Educators play a significant role in the intellectual and social development of children
and young adults. Next-generation teachers can only be as strong as their own educational foundation which
serves to cultivate their knowledge of the learning process, uncover best practices in the field of education, and
employ leadership abilities that will inspire students of all ages. Teacher Education: Concepts, Methodologies,
Tools, and Applications explores the current state of pre-service teacher programs as well as continuing
education initiatives for in-service educators. Emphasizing the growing role of technology in teacher skill
development and training as well as key teaching methods and pedagogical developments, this multi-volume
work compiles research essential to higher education professionals and administrators, educational software
developers, and researchers studying pre-service and in-service teacher training.
Resolutions and Decisions of the Security Council 2014-2015 United Nations Department of General Assembly
and Conference Management 2017-03-03 Official documents of Resolutions and Decisions of the Security
Council, 2014-2015.
Energy Markets in Emerging Economies Henry K. H. Wang 2016-07-15 Energy Markets in Emerging
Economies addresses current key issues, new opportunities, and various growth strategies relating to the
energy markets in key emerging economies. The book addresses key aspects, including key oil and gas energy
markets, and their strategic ties to global petrochemical and chemicals, shale gas, and renewable energy
growths. It also provides insights on business strategies and market expansion strategies employed by MNCs
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and state-owned companies in maintaining and defending their positions in the global market, and in
developing new markets and opportunities globally, particularly in China, India and the Middle East. The
strategic implications of the global oil and gas prices fluctuations on the industries are also discussed. The
practical and theoretical perspectives within the commercial context addressed in this book provide a clearer
understanding of the energy markets and their leading players, relevant not only to industry players, but also
interdependent markets.

Canada: The State of the Federation, 2013 Martin Papillon 2016-03-01 Traditionally associated with the federal
government, Aboriginal policy has arguably become a far more complex reality. With or without formal selfgovernment, Aboriginal communities and nations are increasingly assertive in establishing their own
authority in areas as diverse as education, land management, the administration of justice, family and social
services, and housing. The 2013 State of the Federation volume gathers experts and practitioners to discuss the
contemporary dynamics, patterns, and challenges of Aboriginal multilevel governance in a wide range of
policy areas. Recent court decisions on Aboriginal rights, notably on the duty to consult, have forced provincial
and territorial governments to develop more sustained relationships with Aboriginal organizations and
governments, especially in the management of lands and resources. Showing that Aboriginal governance is,
more than ever, a multilevel reality, contributors address questions such as: What are the challenges in
negotiating and implementing these bilateral and trilateral governance agreements? Are these governance
arrangements conducive to real and sustained Aboriginal participation in the policy process? Finally, what are
the implications of these various developments for Canadian federalism and for the rights and status of
Aboriginal peoples in relation to the Canadian federation?
Opportunistic Spectrum Sharing and White Space Access Oliver Holland 2015-05-04 Details the paradigms of
opportunistic spectrum sharing and white space access as effective means to satisfy increasing demand for highspeed wireless communication and for novel wireless communication applications This book addresses
opportunistic spectrum sharing and white space access, being particularly mindful of practical considerations
and solutions. In Part I, spectrum sharing implementation issues are considered in terms of hardware platforms
and software architectures for realization of flexible and spectrally agile transceivers. Part II addresses practical
mechanisms supporting spectrum sharing, including spectrum sensing for opportunistic spectrum access,
machine learning and decision making capabilities, aggregation of spectrum opportunities, and spectrally-agile
radio waveforms. Part III presents the ongoing work on policy and regulation for efficient and reliable
spectrum sharing, including major recent steps forward in TV White Space (TVWS) regulation and associated
geolocation database approaches, policy management aspects, and novel licensing schemes supporting spectrum
sharing. In Part IV, business and economic aspects of spectrum sharing are considered, including spectrum
value modeling, discussion of issues around disruptive innovation that are pertinent to opportunistic spectrum
sharing and white space access, and business benefits assessment of the novel spectrum sharing regulatory
proposal Licensed Shared Access. Part V discusses deployments of opportunistic spectrum sharing and white
space access solutions in practice, including work on TVWS system implementations, standardization activities,
and development and testing of systems according to the standards. Discusses aspects of pioneering standards
such as the IEEE 802.22 “Wi-Far” standard, the IEEE 802.11af “White-Fi” standard, the IEEE Dynamic
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Spectrum Access Networks Standards Committee standards, and the ETSI Reconfiguration Radio Systems
standards Investigates regulatory and regulatory-linked solutions assisting opportunistic spectrum sharing and
white space access, including geo-location database approaches and licensing enhancements Covers the pricing
and value of spectrum, the economic effects and potentials of such technologies, and provides detailed business
assessments of some particularly innovative regulatory proposals The flexible and efficient use of radio
frequencies is necessary to cater for the increasing data traffic demand worldwide. This book addresses this
necessity through its extensive coverage of opportunistic spectrum sharing and white space access solutions.
Opportunistic Spectrum Sharing and White Space Access: The Practical Reality is a great resource for
telecommunication engineers, researchers, and students.
Minerals Yearbook Mines Bureau 2017-03-06 The region of Europe and Central Eurasia defined in this volume
encompasses territory that extends from the Atlantic Coast of Europe to the Pacific Coast of the Russian
Federation. It includes the British Isles, Iceland, and Greenland (a self- governing part of the Kingdom of
Denmark). Included are mineral commodity outlook tables, plus global overview research for particularly
commodities within a specific regions/countries are presented throughout the text. Manufacturers of these
metals and commodities, along with trade brokers that may specialize in imports and exports, political scientists,
and economists may also be interested in this volume. Students pursuing research on specific metals and
mineral commodities for world economy courses may be interested in this volume. Related products: Other
print volumes in the Minerals Yearbook series can be found here:
https://bookstore.gpo.gov/catalog/science-technology/minerals-metals/minerals-yearbook Minerals and Metals
resources collection can be found here:
https://bookstore.gpo.gov/catalog/science-technology/minerals-metals/minerals-yearbook

The Early Years Handbook for Students and Practitioners Lyn Trodd 2016-02-05 The Early Years Handbook
for Students and Practitioners is a comprehensive and accessible course text for all students studying at levels 4
and 5, including on Foundation Degrees and Early Childhood Studies degrees. Designed and written by the
Chair of the SEFDEY (Sector-Endorsed Foundation Degree in Early Years) Network and a team of expert
contributors, this book covers the essential skills, knowledge and understanding you need to become an
inspiring and effective early years practitioner. Divided into four parts: The Student-Practitioner-Professional;
The Learning and Development of Children 0-5; The Child, Family and Society; and The Senior PractitionerProfessional, the book covers all aspects of working with young children and engages you with theory that is
explicitly linked to your practice. Throughout there is a strong emphasis on supporting your transition to
undergraduate study, developing your academic skills and encouraging you to be an active learner. In every
chapter, the book seeks to help you develop your professional identity and features: Activities to help you to
reflect on your own practice ‘Provocations’ to promote discussion and debate Case study examples and
photographs to illustrate key points ‘From Research to Practice’ boxes outlining key research in the field and
implications for practice. The book is supported by a companion website featuring, for students, links to useful
websites and video material, and an interactive flashcard glossary. Online support for lecturers includes ideas
for tasks and activities to use in class and the diagrams and images in the book available to download.
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Open Innovation Anne-Laure Mention 2016 "Open Innovation: A Multifaceted Perspective unveils research on
open innovation from multidisciplinary perspectives and with practical insights from leaders and policymakers. The first section addresses the links between open innovation and various disciplines, methods,
concepts and policy instruments. The second section reviews selectively the literature, focusing essentially on
open service innovation and innovation in financial services industries. It also explores different forms and
types of practices reflecting the adoption and implementation of open innovation. The third section focuses on
the management of open innovation, paying specific attention to the individual, intra- and inter-organizational
levels."--Provided by publisher.
Sharing Clinical Trial Data Institute of Medicine 2015-04-20 Data sharing can accelerate new discoveries by
avoiding duplicative trials, stimulating new ideas for research, and enabling the maximal scientific knowledge
and benefits to be gained from the efforts of clinical trial participants and investigators. At the same time,
sharing clinical trial data presents risks, burdens, and challenges. These include the need to protect the privacy
and honor the consent of clinical trial participants; safeguard the legitimate economic interests of sponsors; and
guard against invalid secondary analyses, which could undermine trust in clinical trials or otherwise harm
public health. Sharing Clinical Trial Data presents activities and strategies for the responsible sharing of clinical
trial data. With the goal of increasing scientific knowledge to lead to better therapies for patients, this book
identifies guiding principles and makes recommendations to maximize the benefits and minimize risks. This
report offers guidance on the types of clinical trial data available at different points in the process, the points in
the process at which each type of data should be shared, methods for sharing data, what groups should have
access to data, and future knowledge and infrastructure needs. Responsible sharing of clinical trial data will
allow other investigators to replicate published findings and carry out additional analyses, strengthen the
evidence base for regulatory and clinical decisions, and increase the scientific knowledge gained from
investments by the funders of clinical trials. The recommendations of Sharing Clinical Trial Data will be useful
both now and well into the future as improved sharing of data leads to a stronger evidence base for treatment.
This book will be of interest to stakeholders across the spectrum of research--from funders, to researchers, to
journals, to physicians, and ultimately, to patients.
Deciding What’s True Lucas Graves 2016-09-06 Over the past decade, American outlets such as PolitiFact,
FactCheck.org, and the Washington Post's Fact Checker have shaken up the political world by holding public
figures accountable for what they say. Cited across social and national news media, these verdicts can rattle a
political campaign and send the White House press corps scrambling. Yet fact-checking is a fraught kind of
journalism, one that challenges reporters' traditional roles as objective observers and places them at the center
of white-hot, real-time debates. As these journalists are the first to admit, in a hyperpartisan world, facts can
easily slip into fiction, and decisions about which claims to investigate and how to judge them are frequently
denounced as unfair play. Deciding What's True draws on Lucas Graves's unique access to the members of the
newsrooms leading this movement. Graves vividly recounts the routines of journalists at three of these
hyperconnected, technologically innovative organizations and what informs their approach to a story. Graves
also plots a compelling, personality-driven history of the fact-checking movement and its recent evolution
from the blogosphere, reflecting on its revolutionary remaking of journalistic ethics and practice. His book
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demonstrates the ways these rising organizations depend on professional networks and media partnerships yet
have also made inroads with the academic and philanthropic worlds. These networks have become a vital
source of influence as fact-checking spreads around the world.
Educational Leadership and Administration: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications Management
Association, Information Resources 2016-10-12 The delivery of quality education to students relies heavily on
the actions of an institution’s administrative staff. Effective leadership strategies allow for the continued
progress of modern educational initiatives. Educational Leadership and Administration: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications provides comprehensive research perspectives on the multi-faceted
issues of leadership and administration considerations within the education sector. Emphasizing theoretical
frameworks, emerging strategic initiatives, and future outlooks, this publication is an ideal reference source for
educators, professionals, school administrators, researchers, and practitioners in the field of education.
Fifty Years of the Law Commissions Matthew Dyson 2016-11-03 This book brings together past and present
law commissioners, judges, practitioners, academics and law reformers to analyse the past, present and future of
the Law Commissions in the United Kingdom and beyond. Its internationally recognised authors bring a
wealth of experience and insight into how and why law reform does and should take place, covering statutory
and non-statutory reform from national and international perspectives. The chapters of the book developed
from papers given at a conference to mark the fiftieth anniversary of the Law Commissions Act 1965.
Challenging Perceptions in Primary Education Margaret Sangster 2015-02-26 What are the beliefs that
influence your professional practice? Have you ever thought about why you make the decisions you make as a
teacher? What influences your teaching style? Beyond the technical skills and knowledge aspects of education,
teachers and student teachers face questions which challenge their beliefs and approaches to their teaching and
learning. This book contains a series of short articles which not only offer guidance on key topics but encourage
the reader to engage in reflecting on their own practice. Questions explored include: - Is learning through
practical work worth the effort? - What can we learn from comparisons with education in other countries? - Is
there a smarter way to use digital imagery in your teaching? - What's the point of theory? Isn't teaching just a
craft?

Man Out Andrew L. Yarrow 2018-09-11 The story of men who are hurting—and hurting America by their
absence Man Out describes the millions of men on the sidelines of life in the United States. Many of them have
been pushed out of the mainstream because of an economy and society where the odds are stacked against
them; others have chosen to be on the outskirts of twenty-first-century America. These men are disconnected
from work, personal relationships, family and children, and civic and community life. They may be angry at
government, employers, women, and "the system" in general—and millions of them have done time in prison
and have cast aside many social norms. Sadly, too many of these men are unsure what it means to be a man in
contemporary society. Wives or partners reject them; children are estranged from them; and family, friends,
and neighbors are embarrassed by them. Many have disappeared into a netherworld of drugs, alcohol, poor
health, loneliness, misogyny, economic insecurity, online gaming, pornography, other off-the-grid corners of
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the internet, and a fantasy world of starting their own business or even writing the Great American novel.
Most of the men described in this book are poorly educated, with low incomes and often with very few
prospects for rewarding employment. They are also disproportionately found among millennials, those over 50,
and African American men. Increasingly, however, these lost men are discovered even in tony suburbs and
throughout the nation. It is a myth that men on the outer corners of society are only lower-middle-class white
men dislocated by technology and globalization. Unlike those who primarily blame an unjust economy,
government policies, or a culture sanctioning "laziness," Man Out explores the complex interplay between
economics and culture. It rejects the politically charged dichotomy of seeing such men as either victims or
culprits. These men are hurting, and in turn they are hurting families and hurting America. It is essential to
address their problems. Man Out draws on a wide range of data and existing research as well as interviews
with several hundred men, women, and a wide variety of economists and other social scientists, social service
providers and physicians, and with employers, through a national online survey and in-depth fieldwork in
several communities.
Work, Working and Work Relationships in a Changing World Clare Kelliher 2018-12-17 This book is
concerned with the rapid and varied changes in the nature of work and work relationships which have taken
place in recent years. While technological innovation has been a key contributor to the nature and pace of
change, other social and market trends have also played a part such as increasing workforce diversity,
enhanced competition and greater global integration. Responding to these trends alongside cost pressures and
the need for continued responsiveness to the environment, organizations have changed the way in which
work is organized. There have also been shifts in product markets with growing demand for authenticity and
refinement of the customer experience which has further implications for how work is organized and enacted.
At the same time, employees have sought changes in their work arrangements in order to help them achieve
a more satisfactory relationship between their work and non-work lives. Many have also taken increased
responsibility for managing their own work opportunities, moving away from dependency on a single
employer. The implications of these significant and widespread changes are the central focus of this book and in
particular the implications for workers, managers, and organizations. It brings together contributions from an
international team of renowned management scholars who explore the opportunities and challenges presented
by technological and digital innovation, consumer, social and organizational change. Drawing on empirical
evidence from Europe, North America and Australia, Work, Working and Work Relationships in a Changing
World considers new forms of service work, technologically enabled work and independent professionals to
provide in-depth insight into work experiences in the 21st Century.
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